
Vale of Evesham BPE

This British National exhibition closes on Thursday 28 February.

Acceptances count towards the BPEx* distinctions.

It has 4 PDI sections (up to 1600 x 1200): Colour - Mono - Nature - Experimental/Creative.
As in all exhibitions/salons you can enter up to 4 images per section.

Cost is per image (£1.50 each, subject to a minimum of £6 for the first 4) which keeps it reasonable if you haven't got 4
images to fill a particular section.  Every entrant will recieve an A4 printed catalogue.

Quirk alert: where to start? Put simply, they have their own software. Once you've done it it's easy of course but it's not 
intuitive.

After logging in and/or registering you gain an extended list of menu items on the LHS. When you go to "Add Images" 
there doesn't seem to be any way of choosing which Section they go in. Don't worry, this menu item simply uploads your 
images either singly or in bulk.

Once you've Uploaded and Submitted you go to the menu item "Check Images": this is where you type your titles in (the 
system doesn't transfer the title from the filename) and where you allocate the Section, then you Submit again.

One (possibly minor) issue is setting the order in which your images to be seen in the judging: some people aren't 
bothered but some are. Their system seems to want to put them in alphabetical order if you upload them in bulk; and so 
the solution is to add a 1, 2, 3 or 4 to the start of the filename which will put them in the order that you want.

If all this has put you off entering, remember that their software will be putting others off, which makes this a good one to 
persist with. This is why we pass all this stuff on to you, to help you. You can always thank us with alcohol if you wish . . . 

Don't forget to read the rules.
Good luck.
https://www.eveshamphoto.net/


